A continuous cable method for determining the transient potential in passive dendritic trees of known geometry.
Models using cable equations are increasingly employed in neurophysiological analyses, but the amount of computer time and memory required for their implementation are prohibitively large for many purposes and many laboratories. A mathematical procedure for determining the transient voltage response to injected current or synaptic input in a passive dendritic tree of known geometry is presented that is simple to implement since it is based on one equation. It proved to be highly accurate when results were compared to those obtained analytically for dendritic trees satisfying equivalent cylinder constraints. In this method the passive cable equation is used to express the potential for each interbranch segment of the dendritic tree. After applying boundary conditions at branch points and terminations, a system of equations for the Laplace transform of the potential at the ends of the segments can be readily obtained by inspection of the dendritic tree. Except for the starting equation, all of the equations have a simple format that varies only with the number of branches meeting at a branch point. The system of equations is solved in the Laplace domain, and the result is numerically inverted back to the time domain for each specified time point (the method is independent of any time increment delta t). The potential at any selected location in the dendritic tree can be obtained using this method. Since only one equation is required for each interbranch segment, this procedure uses far fewer equations than comparable compartmental approaches. By using significantly less computer memory and time than other methods to attain similar accuracy, this method permits extensive analyses to be performed rapidly on small computers. One hopes that this will involve more investigators in modeling studies and will facilitate their motivation to undertake realistically complex dendritic models.